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Course Description and Objectives
Traffic problems beset large cities and many smaller towns throughout the world. Consulting
firms and local authorities employ teams of professional staff to tackle these problems in ways
that help to make cities better places to live in. The methods of solving these problems rely
on a mathematical understanding of traffic flow, which covers not only the detailed movement
of traffic along individual roads or through particular junctions but also the broad patterns of
traffic movement across whole cities.
The purpose of course 3501 is to provide an introduction to the mathematical modelling of
traffic flow. Examples of modelling at each of the levels of detail described above are considered.
Mathematical models are developed from first principles and related to more widely applicable
techniques of operational research.
Recommended Texts
Two relevant books are:
Daganzo, C F, Fundamentals of Transportation and Traffic Operations, Pergamon (1997)
Bell, M G H & Iida, Y, Transportation Network Analysis, Wiley (1997).
Wider background is provided by Transport in the Urban Environment, Institution of Highways
and Transportation (1997), especially Chapters 8, 32, 40.
Detailed Syllabus
Traffic on the open road - speed, flow, density, capacity and wave phenomena.
Queuing in traffic - models of arrival and departure and their implications.
Signal-controlled road junctions - capacity, delay and the optimisation of signal timings.
Travel between different parts of a city - modelling in terms of optimisation.
Route choice and assignment of traffic to networks - modelling in terms of optimisation.
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